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I. INTRODUCTION
The market for organic products has increased dramatically in
the United States and across the world in recent years.' Since 1997,
sales of organic foods have grown from 15% to 21% per year, and
while organic foods accounted for only 2.5% of total food sales in
the United States in 2005, those sales amounted to $13.8 billion.
* Jennifer Fiser is a May 2008 J.D. candidate at the University of Arkansas
School of Law, Fayetteville, Arkansas. The author would like to thank Professor
Harrison Pittman for his guidance in the preparation of this comment. The author
would also like to thank Jennifer Akre Hill, 2006-2007 Note and Comment Editor,
for her help and encouragement.
1. CAROLYN DIMrIu & CATHERINE GREENE, USDA ECON. RES. SERV. (ERS),
RECENT GROWTH PATTERNS IN THE U.S. ORGANIC FOODS MARKET, AGRIC. INFO. BULL.
No. AIB777, at iii, available at http://www.ers.usda.gov/publications/aib777/.
2. ORGANIC TRADE ASS'N (OTA), 2006 MANUFACTURER SURVEY, at 1, available at
http://www.ota.com/pics/documents/short%20overview%20MMS.pdf.
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Organic food currently represents one of the fastest-growing seg-
ments of U.S. agriculture.3 In response to increasing consumer de-
mand, more large companies and producers are entering the or-
ganic foods market. As organic foods have become more popular, a
shift from small companies and farms to large farms and giant cor-
porations has begun as new players have entered the industry with
others likely to follow.4 Previously, organic foods were typically
found in smaller specialty stores; however, today even giant retailers
like Wal-Mart and Target have entered the market.'
Consumers are choosing to buy organic foods for a variety of
reasons. They may believe that organic foods are healthier and
safer, more nutritious, and less damaging to the environment;' how-
ever, these benefits are not proven and remain controversial The
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) has described the
organic label as simply a marketing program that indicates only the
method of production, but not food safety or nutrition levels.8 Nev-
ertheless, consumers continue to pay higher prices for organically-
grown foods in increasing numbers.9
As the market for organic foods has changed, so have the laws
that regulate them. Congress passed the Organic Foods Production
Act (OFPA) in 1990 in order to develop consistent standards for
foods sold as "organic" and to facilitate interstate commerce.'0 As
proscribed by the OFPA, the USDA, through the Agricultural Mar-
keting Service, developed regulations setting forth the requirements
3. USDA ERS, Briefing Room-Organic Farming and Marketing: Overview,
http://www.ers.usda.gov/briefing/organic/ (last visited Feb. 12, 2007).
4. DIMITRI & GREEN, supra note 1, at 1; Pallavi Gogoi, Wal-Mart's Organic Offen-
sive, Bus. WK. ONLINE, Mar. 29, 2006, http://www.businessweek.com/
bwdaily/dnflash/mar2006/nf20060329-6971.htm (last visited Jan. 14, 2008).
5. See Target Offers Organic Foods, Los ANGELES TIMEs, Sept. 29, 2006, at C3; see
also Whole Foods' Shares Drop On Signal of Slower Sales; Competition Heavy in Organic
Foods, WASH. POST, Nov. 4, 2006, at D1.
6. David Conner, Beyond Organic: Information Provision for Sustainable Agriculture
in a Changing Market, 35(1)J. Food Distribution Res. 34, 34-35 (2004).
7. Carl K. Winter & Sarah F. Davis, Organic Foods, 71 J. FOOD SCI. 117 (2006)
(finding that it is premature, based on scientific comparisons between conventional
and organic foods, to conclude that either method is superior or provides clear
benefits). But see OTA, Natural Considerations, http://www.ota.com/organic/
benefits/nutrition.html (last visited Jan. 28, 2008) (citing numerous studies which
have found higher nutrient levels in organic produce than in conventional pro-
duce).
8. Thin line between organic, ordinary, CHICAGO TRIBUNE, Dec. 4, 2006, at 41.
9. See DIMrrRI & GREEN, supra note 1, at iii.
10. Organic Foods Production Act of 1990, 7 U.S.C. § 6501 (2006).
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for foods to be labeled as "organic."" The purpose of the National
Organic Program (NOP) regulations is to ensure uniform growing
and production methods across the country, allowing consumers to
have a clear understanding of exactly what they are purchasing.'"
The traditional definition of "organic" as understood by con-
sumers is not necessarily the same definition that is used by the
USDA.'" For many consumers, "organic" implies that the produc-
tion is local and sustainable; however, the USDA provisions do not
encompass all of these consumer expectations." One criticism of
some of the new producers entering the organic market is that they
may be more interested in earning a profit than upholding the ide-
als that the organic movement has traditionally embraced.'" While
the NOP does address issues such as soil fertility" and pest control,'
7
it does not guarantee local control or participation in the produc-
tion of food, or even a general attitude of environmental steward-
ship from the producers.'8 The result is that many consumers may
not know exactly what "organic" really means."
The rules concerning the production and labeling of organic
products expressly prohibit the use of sewage sludge, ° genetically
modified organisms,' growth-promoting hormones,' and ionizing
radiation in organic food production. Consumers may be unaware,
however, that the USDA does allow some synthetic ingredients to be
used in foods labeled as "organic."' "Synthetic" is defined by the
OFPA and the NOP as a "substance that is formulated or manufac-
11. National Organic Program, 7 C.F.R. § 205 (2007).
12. See OTA, National Organic Rules Backgrounder, http://www.ota.com/
standards/nop/norb.html (last visited Feb. 12, 2007).
13. See David Conner & Ralph Christy, The Organic Label: How to Reconcile its
Meaning with Consumer Preferences, 35(1)J. FOOD DISTRIBUTION REs. 40, 40-43 (2004).
14. Id. at 42.
15. See Conner, supra note 6, at 34.
16. 7 C.F.R. § 205.203 (2007).
17. Id. § 205.206(b).
18. See Conner & Christy, supra note 13, at 42.
19. Id. at 4243.
20. 7 C.F.R. § 205.105(g) (2007).
21. Id. § 205.105(e) (stating that products labeled "organic" must be produced
and handled without the use of excluded methods); id. § 205.2 (defining "excluded
methods" as "[a] variety of methods used to genetically modify organisms or influ-
ence their growth and development by means that are not possible under natural
conditions or processes and are not considered compatible with organic produc-
tion.").
22. Id, § 205.238(c)(3).
23. Id. § 205.105(f).
24. Id § 205.605(b).
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tured by a chemical process or by a process that chemically changes
a substance extracted from naturally occurring plant, animal, or
mineral sources, except that such term shall not apply to substances
created by naturally occurring biological processes."' A food prod-
uct may contain up to 5% non-organic ingredients and still bear the
USDA "organic" label.' While 5% seems like a small amount, the
use of synthetic substances in organic products recently became
highly controversial and split the organic community into two fac-
tions, pitting consumer groups against producers, and creating fric-
tion among producers." The case of Harvey v. Veneman " brought
attention to this issue and ignited a debate that questioned what
"organic" should be.
The use of synthetic substances is especially important among
producers of processed organic foods, one of the fastest-growing
segments of the industry, who may rely heavily on the approved syn-
thetic substances in their production methods.' The interest in
processed organic foods is not surprising considering the increase in
25. 7 U.S.C. § 6502(21) (2006); 7 C.F.R. § 205.2 (2007).
26. Id. § 205.301. The NOP establishes four different classes for labeling pur-
poses: 1) "100% organic"; 2) "organic," which may contain up to 5% non-organic
ingredients if those ingredients are not available in organic form or are included on
the National List; 3) products "made with organic ingredients," which contain at
least 70% organic ingredients; and 4) products containing less than 70% organic
ingredients. Id.
27. See JEAN M. RAWSON, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, CRS REPORT FOR
CONGRESS, ORGANIC AGRICULTURE IN THE UNITED STATES: PROGRAM AND POLICY
ISSUES 10 (2006), available at http://fpc.state.gov/documents/
organization/57848.pdf. The Harvey lawsuit brought a renewed focus on organic
standards, but it was not the first time that Congress and the USDA have been ac-
cused of relaxing standards to favor large producers. See generally Claire S. Carroll,
Comment, What Does Organic Mean Now? Chickens and Wild Fish are Undermining the
Organic Foods Production Ad of 1990, 14 San Joaquin L.R. 117 (2004).
28. No. Civ. 02-216-P-H, 2003 WL 22327171 (D. Me. Oct. 10, 2003) (recommen-
dation of Magistrate Judge); adopted in par rejected in part, 297 F. Supp. 2d 334 (D.
Me. 2004); affd in part rev'd in part and remanded, 396 F.3d 28 (1st Cir. 2005); super-
seded by statute, Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration
and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-97, 119 Stat.
2120; as recognized in Harvey v. Johanns, 462 F. Supp. 2d 69 (D. Me. 2006); Harvey
v. Johanns, No. Civ. 02-216-P-H, 2006 WL 3392617 (D. Me. Nov. 21, 2006) (issuing
judgment for the Secretary of Agriculture with respect to count three regarding the
use of synthetic substances); Harvey v. Johanns, 494 F.3d 237 (1st Cir. 2007) (af-
firming judgment for Secretary with respect to count three).
29. See THE NATIONAL ORGANIC PROGRAM: IMPACT OF HARVEY V. JOHANNS AND
RESTORING THE NOP TO PRE-LAwSurr STATUS, A REPORT TO CONGRESS 8-9 (Mar.
2006), available at http://www.ams.usda.gov/NOP/NOPCongressStudyl-
06_06.pdf [hereinafter REPORT TO CONGRESS].
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demand for conventionally-produced processed convenience foods,
including ready-to-eat and frozen meals which require no prepara-
tion." This segment of the organic food industry had become de-
pendent on certain synthetic substances and was especially threat-
ened by the court's decision.'
In Harvey v. Veneman, which attacked the provisions of the
NOP, the First Circuit Court of Appeals interpreted the OFPA and
held that, contrary to prior opinion, the OFPA did not allow the use
of synthetic substances in the processing of organic foods." In re-
sponse, Congress quickly amended the OFPA, nullifying the court's
interpretation and allowing the use of synthetics to continue as it
had prior to the court's decision." Consumer groups criticized the
amendment on the grounds that it made the rules more lenient and,
therefore, was a move away from the original purpose of the OFPA
and the NOP. 4 Consumer groups further alleged that the changes
would cause consumer confidence in organic products to be eroded
and the benefits of organic production to be lost.' Many producers
supported the amendment, arguing that the organic industry would
30. See Jeanie Lerche Davis, America's Food Trends: More People Eating Healthy,
Eating at Home, WebMD Medical News (Aug. 26, 2003),
http://www.webmd.com/content/Article/72/81891.htm (last visited Jan. 14,
2008).
31. See Jack Kittredge, Sligh: "Stay the Course," THE NATURAL FARMER 38 (Spring
2006), available at http://www.nofa.org/tnf/2006spring/Sligh%20-%2Stay%
20the%2OCourse.pdf (quoting Michael Sligh, founding chair of the National Or-
ganic Standards Board, discussing the initial allowance of synthetics: "The farmers
put a few categories of exemptions for synthetics used in growing in the legislat-
ion .... Processors used that argument to get their own list, too. If the farmers
were given a short list of synthetics, people felt it was only fair to give the proces-
sors one, too. It was sold as somehow not a permanent thing. But in fact the proc-
essors began to build their industry around those synthetics. I think we underap-
preciated how slippery a slope it was!").
32. 396 F.3d 28, 38-40 (1st Cir. 2005).
33. Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration and Re-
lated Agencies Appropriations Act of 2006, Pub. L. No. 109-97, 119 Stat. 2165.
(codified at 7 U.S.C. § 6517(c)(1)) [hereinafter Appropriations Act].
34. See Steve Gilman, Holding on to Organic: A Grassroots Perspective Concerning Big
Food's Threat to Organic Standards, THE NATURAL FARMER 25-28, Spring 2006, avail-
able at http://www.nofa.org/tnf/2006spring/Holding%20On%2OTo%200r-
ganic!.pdf; see also ConsumerReports.org, Fighting for a Strong "organic" label,
http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/aboutus/mission/viewpoint/fightingforastr
ongorganiclabel0602/index.htm (last visitedJan. 14, 2008).
35. See Organic Consumers Association (OCA), Open Letter to the OTA & the
Organic Community on the Recent Sneak Attack on Organic Standards (Nov. 18, 2005),
http://www.organicconsumers.org/sos/openletterl12105.cfm (last visited Jan. 28,
2008).
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suffer a huge loss if the use of certain synthetic substances was disal-
lowed.'
The Harvey decision and ensuing amendment and attention il-
lustrate the difficulties faced by the organic industry as it continues
to expand and adapt to economic realities, and the compromises
that must be made to meet increasing consumer demand for or-
ganic products. This article will focus on the decision in Harvey and
the subsequent amendments to the OFPA by Congress," and their
effects on producers and consumers of organic foods. 8 Further, this
article will discuss how the argument over the use of synthetic sub-
stances in organic food processing highlights a greater divide within
the organic community, how the compromises made by Congress in
this instance were necessary to ensure the vitality of this growing
industry, and how the need for consumer education regarding or-
ganic products is greater than ever before. 9
II. HISTORY
The history of the organic foods movement in the U.S. can be
traced back as early as the 1940s."° While the organic food commu-
nity was a minor player in the food industry for most of its exis-
tence, it has recently attracted increased attention from consumers,
and this demand has enticed more producers to enter the market
and is transforming the industry." As more producers enter the
organic food industry and more consumers purchase organic foods,
the need for consistency and clarity in the regulations concerning
the production and labeling of these products has become increas-
ingly important.
36. See REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 29, at 8; see also Grace Gurshuny, Harvey
and the Soul of Organic (2003), http://www.ota.com/wisewords3.htnl (last visited
Feb. 12, 2007) (stating that, by some estimates, the court's ruling would have re-
moved the "organic" label from up to 90% of processed products carrying the or-
ganic label at that time; Gurshuny was a founding member of the OTA).
37. See infra notes 40-105 and accompanying text.
38. See infta notes 106-139 and accompanying text.
39. See infra notes 106-143 and accompanying text.
40. USDA, National Organic Program: History and Background, http://
www.ams.usda.gov/nop/Consumers/background.html (last visitedJan. 14, 2008).
41. See DIMrirI & GREEN, supra note 1, at iii.
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A. Early Regulation of Organic Foods and the
Organic Foods Production Act of 1990
Prior to the passage of the Organic Foods Production Act
(OFPA), certification of organic products was carried out by inde-
pendent certifying entities." These entities did not use consistent
criteria when certifying products, and these inconsistencies created
complications for interstate business and confusion on the part of
buyers.'3
These problems led to a demand for national standards to regu-
late organic food products, and Congress responded by passing the
OFPA in 1990." The responsibility of developing the national or-
ganic standards required by the OFPA was placed on the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) through the Agricultural
Marketing Service.
One issue addressed by the OFPA is the use of synthetic sub-
stances, used by many producers during production and handling,
in organic food products.' Generally, synthetic substances are not
allowed to be used in the processing of organic foods; however, the
act does provide for establishment of the National List, a list setting
forth each synthetic substance that has been granted an exemption
and allowed for use in the production of organic foods under speci-
fied uses and applications.' The OFPA provides that an exemption
may be granted for prohibited substances used in organic produc-
tion and handling if the substance is used in production and con-
tains an active synthetic ingredient falling into one of the specified
categories, or is used in production and contains synthetic inert in-
gredients not classified by the Environmental Protection Agency as
being of toxicological concern." The substance must also not be
42. See generally T. ROBERT FETTER &JULIE A. CASWELL, FOOD MKTG. POL'Y CTR.,
VARIATION IN ORGANIC STANDARDS PRIOR TO THE NATIONAL ORGANIC PROGRAM, RES.
REP. No. 72 (2002), at 1-2, available at http://www.fmpc.uconn.edu/
publications/rr/rr72.pdf. In 2000 and 2001, there were thirty-nine private and
fourteen state organic certification agencies. CATHERINE GREENE & AMY KREMEN,
USDA ERS, U.S. ORGANIC FARMING IN 2000-2001: ADOPTION OF CERTIFIED SYSTEMS,
AGRIC. INFOR. BULL. No. 780, at 5 (2003), available at http://
www.ers.usda.gov/Publications/aib780/.
43. See FETTER & CASWELL, supra note 42, at 1.
44. 7 U.S.C. §§ 6501-6522 (2006); see also USDA, supra note 40.
45. 7 U.S.C. § 6517 (2006).
46. Id. § 6517(a)-(b).
47. Id. § 6517(c)(1)(B). The language of section 6517(c)(1) was changed from
"production" to "production and handling" in 2006. Appropriations Act, Pub. L.
No. 109-97, 119 Stat. 2165.
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harmful to humans or the environment, be necessary to the produc-
tion or handling of the agricultural product because of unavailability
of a natural substitute, and be consistent with organic farming and
handling." The OFPA further establishes that exceptions for syn-
thetic substances may not be made other than those for substances
contained in the Proposed National List or Proposed Amendments
to the National List, which are published in the Federal Register and
open to public comment before taking effect." Finally, the OFPA
provides a sunset provision that requires exempted substances to be
reviewed every five years.
The OFPA also created the National Organic Standards Board
(NOSB) to assist in the development of standards and to offer ad-
vice on other aspects of implementation of the program. One re-
sponsibility of the NOSB was to develop the National List." The
NOSB was also given the responsibility to convene technical advi-
sory panels to evaluate materials to be included on the National List
based on guidelines provided in the OFPAY In addition, the NOSB
was required to develop procedures by which people could petition
the board for evaluation of additional substances for inclusion on
the National List.'
B. The National Organic Program
As required by the OFPA, the USDA fulfilled its obligation by
creating a set of standards for the production and labeling of or-
48. 7 U.S.C. § 6517(c)(1)(A) (2006).
49. Id. § 6517(d)(2), (4).
50. Id. § 6517(e).
51. Id. § 6518(a). The National Organic Standards Board is comprised of fifteen
members: four who own or operate an organic farming operation; two who own or
operate an organic handling operation; one who owns or operates a retail estab-
lishment selling organic products; three who have expertise in environmental pro-
tection and resource conservation; three who represent public interest or consumer
groups; one who has toxicology, ecology, or biochemistry expertise; and one who is
an organic certifying agent. Id. § 6518(b).
52. Id. § 6518(k)(2).
53. 7 U.S.C. § 6518(k)(3) (2006). The OFPA provides seven factors for consid-
eration when deciding whether to place a substance on the National List: 1) the
potential for detrimental chemical interactions with other materials, 2) the toxicity
and mode of action of the substance and its breakdown products, 3) the probability
of environmental contamination, 4) the effect on human health, 5) the effect on
biological and chemical interactions in the agroecosystem, 6) alternative practices
or materials that could be used, and 7) compatibility with sustainable agriculture
systems. Id. § 6518(m).
54. 7 U.S.C. § 6518(n).
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ganic foods, resulting in the National Organic Program (NOP).'
After a comment period, the Final Rule creating the NOP was pub-
lished on December 21, 2000,' and enforcement began on October
21, 2002." When the final version of the NOP was announced, the
Organic Trade Association (OTA) stated that the NOP would "pro-
tect the integrity of the organic guarantee .... ."" The NOP estab-
lishes national standards governing the marketing, production, and
handling of organic products, 9 and it also establishes the National
List pursuant to the OFPA.Y
The NOP provisions regarding the National List include addi-
tional considerations to be used in the evaluation of synthetic proc-
essing aids or adjuvants." The rules specify certain synthetic sub-
stances that are allowed to be used as ingredients in or on processed
foods labeled as "organic" or "made with organic products" as long
as used pursuant to any restrictions that are specified." Some ex-
55. 7 C.F.R. § 205 (2007); see also HARRISON M. PrrTMAN, NAT'LAGRIC. L. CTR., A
LEGAL GUIDE TO THE NATIONAL ORGANIC PROGRAM (Mar. 2004),
http://www.nationalaglawcenter.org/assets/articles/pittman-organicprogran.pdf
(last visited Feb. 12, 2007); see generally Nat'l Agric. L. Ctr., National Organic Program
Reading Room, http://www.nationalaglawcenter.org/readingrooms/organic-
program/ (last visited Feb. 12, 2007).
56. National Organic Program, 65 Fed. Reg. 80548 (Dec. 21, 2000) (codified as
amended at 7 C.F.R. pt. 205).
57. National Organic Program, 71 Fed. Reg. 32803 (June 7, 2006).
58. Press Release, OTA, National organic standards will open markets domesti-
cally, globally (Dec. 20, 2000), http://www.ota.com/news/press/65.html (last vis-
ited Feb. 12, 2007).
59. See generally National Organic Program, 7 C.F.R. § 205 (2007).
60. Id. §§ 205.600-.607.
61. Id. § 205.600(b). Factors to be considered include: whether the substance
cannot be produced from a natural source and no organic substitutes exist; whether
the substance's manufacture, use and disposal have adverse effects on the environ-
ment; whether the nutritional quality of the food is maintained; that the primary
use is not as a preservative or to recreate or improve flavors, colors, textures or
nutritive value lost during processing (except where use is required by law); that the
substance is generally recognized as safe by the Food and Drug Administration and
contains no heavy metal residues; and that the substance is essential for the han-
dling of organic agricultural products. Id.
62. Id. § 205.605. "Processing" is defined as "cooking, baking, curing, heating,
drying, mixing, grinding, churning, separating, extracting, slaughtering, cutting,
fermenting, distilling, eviscerating, preserving, dehydrating, freezing, chilling, or
otherwise manufacturing" and includes "packaging, canning, jarring, or otherwise
enclosing food in a container." Id. at § 205.2.
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amples of substances included on the list are cellulose, ethylene gas,
hydrogen peroxide, and ozone.'
C. The Harvey v. Veneman Lawsuit
The NOP's allowance of the use of specified synthetic ingredi-
ents was met with disagreement from some producers and consum-
ers. One member of the organic community, Arthur Harvey, filed a
lawsuit pro se on October 23, 2002, two days after the NOP regula-
tions became effective.' Harvey was a certified organic blueberry
farmer, an organic inspector, and a consumer of organic products.'
Harvey's lawsuit alleged that the NOP did not comply with the
OFPA.' He argued that the discrepancies between the NOP and the
OFPA would harm consumers because foods would be allowed to be
sold with the "organic" label that did not meet the standards set
forth in the OFPAY He also asserted that organic producers and
marketers would be harmed because of the resulting loss of con-
sumer confidence, as well as by having to face competition from
producers whose products do not meet the requirements of the
OFPA but qualify for the same labeling under the NOP&
Harvey's lawsuit consisted of nine counts, one of which directly
challenged the NOP's allowance of synthetic substances used in
processing of organic foods.' Count three of Harvey's complaint
alleged that the NOP's regulations that permitted the use of synthet-
ics in organically-labeled processed foods violated the OFPA, which
had a general prohibition on synthetic ingredients during process-
ing except for when otherwise required by health and safety laws."
Harvey argued that, although the OFPA does allow for the crea-
tion of the National List covering both handling and production, the
63. See id. § 205.605. Cellulose is allowed for use in regenerative casings and as
an anti-caking agent and filtering aid. Id. Ethylene gas is allowed for use in post-
harvest ripening of tropical fruit. Id.
64. James Gormley, The New Organics Ruling - What Now? (2005),
http://www.npicenter.com/anm/anmviewer.asp?a=11721&z=86 (last visited Feb.
12, 2007).
65. Brief of Plaintiff-Appellant Arthur Harvey at 3, Harvey v. Veneman, 396 F.3d
28 (D. Me. 2004) (No. 04-1379), 2005 U.S. 1st Cir. Briefs LEXIS 16 [hereinafter
Harvey Brief].
66. Id.
67. Id. at 4.
68. Id.
69. Harvey Brief, supra note 65, at 15.
70. Id. at 35.
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OFPA places very precise limitations on those general provisions.7'
Harvey's argument relied on the OFPA's statement that a substance
may be included on the National List only if it met one of three cri-
teria: 1) it is used in production and contains an active synthetic
ingredient in one of the specified categories, 2) it is used in produc-
tion and contains synthetic inert ingredients not classified by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as being of toxicological
concern, or 3) it is used in handling and is non-synthetic and not
organically produced.' According to Harvey, the OFPA only al-
lowed strictly limited use of synthetic ingredients during "produc-
tion," which he interpreted as including only farming, and not dur-
ing "handling."" The OFPA provides that handling operations shall
not "add any synthetic ingredient not appearing on the National List
during the processing or any post harvest handling of the product.""
Thus, Harvey's interpretation was that the provision for the National
List did not allow for synthetics to be used in processing, because
handling (which includes processing) could not use synthetics.'
On January 7, 2004, summary judgment was entered in favor of
the Secretary of Agriculture on all nine counts in District Court. 6
The decision regarding count three was based on a recommenda-
tion by the Magistrate Judge that the NOP provisions addressing
synthetics did not "violate the spirit of the OFPA" and seemed in
accord with the OFPA, considering that the OFPA anticipated some
exceptions for synthetics and that the Secretary of the USDA was
given appropriate discretion regarding which substances would be
allowed." Harvey filed a notice of appeal on March 8, 2004.8
Two amicus curiae briefs were filed in support of Harvey's posi-
tion. One was filed by the Organic Consumers Association (OCA);
71. Id. at 31-36.
72. Id. at 32 (summarizing 7 U.S.C. § 6517(c)(1)(B)). Section 6517(c)(1)(B)(iii),
regarding the use of substances used in handling that are non-synthetic and not
organically produced, was stricken in the subsequent amendment of the OFPA.
Appropriations Act, Pub. L. No. 109-97, 119 Stat. 2165.
73. Harvey Brief, supra note 65, at 31. The OFPA defines "handle" as "to sell,
process or package agricultural products." 7 U.S.C. § 6502(8) (2006). "Production"
is not defined by the OFPA, but "producer" is defined as "a person who engages in
the growing or producing of food or feed." Id. § 6502(18).
74. 7 U.S.C. § 6510(a)(1) (2006).
75. Harvey Brief, supra note 65, at 31-36.
76. Harvey v. Veneman, 297 F. Supp. 2d 334 (D. Me. 2004).
77. Harvey v. Veneman, No. Civ. 02-216-P-H, 2003 WL 22327171, at *8 (D. Me.
Oct. 10, 2003).
78. OTA, Lawsuit Chronology, http://www.ota.com/LawsuitChronology.html
(last visited on Jan. 24, 2007).
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the Sierra Club; Public Citizen, Inc.; Northeast Organic Fanning
Association/Massachusetts Chapter, Inc.; John Clark; Merrill Clark;
Anne Mendenhall; Greenpeace, U.S.A.; and Waterkeeper Alliance
[hereinafter OCA Briefi."' The other brief was filed by Rural Ad-
vancement Foundation International-USA, the Center for Food
Safety, and Beyond Pesticides [hereinafter Rural Brief].'
The OCA Brief emphasized that one of the goals of Congress in
creating the OFPA was to recognize and build upon the consumer
expectations of organic foods that already existed prior to the en-
actment of the OFPA, and that consumers expect that food bearing
the organic label does not contain synthetics." They urged the court
to vacate the regulations allowing synthetics, except for the two ex-
ceptions in the OFPA, in order to be consistent with the statutory
intent and reasonable consumer expectations.'
The Rural Brief also focused on the importance of meeting
consumer expectations, and alleged that "consumers and farmers
will not accept 'exceptions' to the law, and that their reaction to ex-
ceptions could deliver a 'fatal blow' to the organic market."' They
acknowledged that policy arguments could be made both for and
against strict limitations on synthetic substances in organic prod-
ucts.' Limitations could play a "technology forcing role" because
producers and food handlers may have to search for natural sub-
stances or different processes to use for organic products.' They
also acknowledged that advocates of more lenient rules could argue
that some synthetic substances have been used for a long time and
have no history of adverse effects.' Despite the possible arguments
for a more lenient interpretation, they felt that the wisdom of the
policy was irrelevant because Congress addressed this issue and, be-
yond the narrow exceptions contained in the OFPA, no synthetics
79. Brief of Amicus Curiae Organic Consumers Ass'n et al. in Support of Plaintiff-
Appellant, Harvey v. Veneman, 396 F.3d 28 (1st Cir. 2004) (No. 04-1379), 2004 U.S.
1st Cir. Briefs LEXIS 96 [hereinafter OCA Brief].
80. See Brief of Amici Curiae Rural Advancement Found. Int'l-USA et al. in Sup-
port of Plaintiff/Appellant, Harvey v. Veneman, 396 F.3d 28 (1st Cir. 2004) (No. 04-
1379), available at http://www.centerforfoodsafety.org/pubs/HarveyAmicusBrief
6.15.2004.pdf [hereinafter Rural Brief].
81. OCA Brief, supra note 79, at *2.
82. Id. at *20.
83. See Rural Brief, supra note 80, at 2.
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were allowed to be used in the handling of organic foods based on
the statutory language.87
The USDA argued that the NOP Final Rule was a permissible
construction of the OFPA.' With respect to count three, the USDA
argued that the allowance of the thirty-six synthetic substances
(listed in section 205.606 of the NOP) to be permitted as ingredients
in or on processed foods was authorized by the OFPA." It stated
that the OFPA clearly contemplated an exception allowing the use
of synthetics in handling and production, citing that the OFPA
states, "the Secretary shall establish a National List of approved and
prohibited substances that shall be included in the standards for
organic production and handling ... ."' The USDA also alleged
that its interpretation was supported by the OFPA's language stating
that "the National list may provide for the use of [prohibited] sub-
stances in an organic farming or handling operation" if they are
"necessary to production or handling," and "consistent with organic
farming and handling.""' The USDA asserted that it was not sensible
for these substances to be prohibited in handling if they are allowed
to be used upstream in production.'
The First Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in favor of Harvey on
count three concerning the use of synthetic substances and count
seven regarding organic dairy operation. 3 The court agreed that the
NOP's provisions allowing synthetic substances to be used as proc-
essing aids or adjuvants if they meet the specified criteria contra-
vened the plain language of the OFPA, and were therefore outside
the authority granted by Congress.' The court expressly rejected
Secretary Veneman's argument that Section 6517, which governs the
87. Id.
88. Brief of Appellee Ann Veneman, Sec'y of the USDA, at *6, Harvey v. Vene-
man, 396 F.3d 28 (1st Cir. 2004) (No 04-1379), 2004 U.S. 1st Cir. Briefs LEXIS 95.
89. Id. at *20-21.
90. Id. at *21 (quoting 7 U.S.C. § 6517(a)).
91. Id. (quoting 7 U.S.C. § 6517(c)).
92. Id. at *23. Harvey countered that this prohibition did make sense because
production involves different substances and considerations, and that those synthet-
ics used in production generally do not end up as ingredients in the final product.
Reply Brief of Plaintiff-Appellant Arthur Harvey, at *16, Harvey v. Veneman, 396
F.3d 28 (D. Me. 2004), 2004 U.S. 1st Cir. Briefs LEXIS 97.
93. Harvey v. Veneman, 396 F.3d 28, 31 (1st Cir. 2005). The court's ruling re-
garding conversion of dairy herds to organic production was also the subject of
subsequent Congressional amendment and much debate and criticism. See generally
Chad Kruse, Comment, The Not-So-Organic Dairy Regulations of the Organic Food Pro-
duction Act of 1990, 30 S. ILL. U. LJ. 501 (2006).
94. Harvey, 396 F.3d at 38-39.
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creation of exemptions, allowed the listing of synthetic substances
for use in handling despite the "general prohibition" of the OFPA."
The court stated that "handle" meant "to sell, process, or package
agricultural products" and found that the OFPA did not contem-
plate use of synthetic substances during handling.' The court also
rejected the Secretary's claim that the use of the phrase "farming or
handling" in some sections of the OFPA rendered the OFPA am-
biguous, allowing the Secretary to construe this phrase in a reason-
able way.'
D. Congressional Amendment of the OFPA
As part of the Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug
Administration and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of 2006,98
the National List was restored to its pre-lawsuit status by Congress. "
The language of the OFPA was amended by the insertion of the
phrase "in organic production and handling,""° clarifying that syn-
thetics approved for use by inclusion on the National List were al-
lowed for use in both production and handling activities. Congress
made this change because it was persuaded that the loss of many of
the synthetic substances previously allowed on the list would cost the
organic foods industry billions of dollars, and that this cost would
extend to consumers and cause a decline in demand for organic
goods as prices rose. '
After the OFPA was amended by Congress, Harvey petitioned
the District Court to enforce its judgment regarding count three.'2
The District Court refused, holding that its prior ruling was super-
seded by the amendments. ' On appeal, the First Circuit Court of
Appeals affirmed that the ruling was superseded, stating that "(t)he
amended version of the OFPA may not be a perfect syntactical
95. Id. at 39.
96. Id.
97. Id.
98. Appropriations Act, Pub. L. No. 109-97, 119 Stat. 2120.
99. REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 29, at 1. As a result of the Congressional
amendment, the USDA announced that it would not revise the NOP in response to
the Harvey decision. 71 Fed. Reg. 32803, 32804 (June 7, 2006).
100. Appropriations Act, Pub. L. No. 109-97, 119 Stat. 2165 (codified at 7 U.S.C.
§ 6517 (2006)).
101. REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 29, at 8.
102. Harvey v.Johanns, 462 F. Supp. 2d 69 (D. Me. 2006).
103. Id. at 72.
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model, but any ambiguities are easily resolved once one accounts for
context." '°4
III. ANALYSIS
The action taken by Congress to restore the National Organic
Program (NOP) to its pre-lawsuit status in response to the court's
ruling in Harvey v. Veneman was welcomed by many producers in the
organic foods industry, but was criticized by numerous consumer
groups. °5 The amendment that nullified the court decision was
largely based on recommendations to Congress by the Organic
Trade Association (OTA), which came without much input from
consumers and was described as a "sneak attack" by the Organic
Consumers Association (OCA).l° Some critics claimed that the de-
cision to restore the allowance of synthetics to pre-lawsuit status was
an example of the USDA giving into the lobbying pressure of corpo-
rate giants, without regard for the wishes of consumers and produc-
ers who wanted a stricter standard."°7 The dispute was also described
as a "cultural battle" between those who wanted a strict organic pro-
gram and those who wanted the standards relaxed to allow easier
entrance to the organic market.'
The quick action of Congress in response to the Harvey decision
indicates that Congress favors a more liberal interpretation than the
one suggested by the First Circuit in the Harvey opinion." The
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) organic label has
been described as a marketing device rather than a program for the
104. Harvey v.Johanns, 494 F.3d 237, 244 (1st Cir. 2007) ("To sum up, the timing
and scope of the 2005 Amendments, together with Congress's specific references to
our decision in Harvey I, make it transparently clear that Congress set out to
achieve the goal of restoring the 'count 3' regulations to their pre-suit status; after
all, Congress amended both sections on which Harvey I relied and, at the same
time, took pains to excise the language that we identified as an obstacle to the Sec-
retary's regulatory scheme.").
105. See Gurshuny, supra note 36; OCA, supra note 35.
106. OCA, supra note 35. Consumer groups disagreed not only with the sub-
stance of the amendment, but also with the process by which it was accomplished.
The OCA alleged that the amendment was the result of "closed-door deliberations"
and did not consider the input of many of the stakeholders in the organic commu-
nity. Id.
107. An Organic Drift, N.Y. TIMEs, Nov. 4, 2005, at A26.
108. Id.
109. The OFPA was amended on Nov. 10, 2005, less than ten months after the
court's decision. Appropriations Act, Pub. L. No. 109-97, 119 Stat. 2120.
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benefit of consumers."' Therefore, it seems predictable that the
OFPA was amended by Congress in response to producers' con-
cerns despite substantial consumer disagreement.
A. Potential Impact of the Court Ruling on the Organic Foods Industry
Companies entering the organic foods market face substantial
financial risks; organic production may cost up to 50% more than
conventional production and, just as is the case with conventional
products, there is no guarantee that a product will be successful."'
If the court's decision, establishing that synthetic substances could
not be used in the handling organic foods, had been allowed to
stand, the impact on the organic foods industry would have been
extreme. "2 The producers of some fresh foods, including organic
produce, would have been affected by the rule, since some synthetic
substances such as carbon dioxide are used in post-harvest activities
including ripening.' In one study, about 50% of growers reported
using at least one synthetic substance."' While the court's ruling
would only have affected ingredients that constitute up to 5% of the
total finished product, it could have required producers to either
reformulate or discontinue the production of hundreds of product
lines or to stop using the USDA organic seal."5 One study estimated
that the adjustment costs, including reformulation and labeling
changes, would be $1.5 billion, and found that approximately 25%
of manufacturers would stop using organic ingredients."6 The esti-
mated total cost, including losses from product elimination, adjust-
ment costs, and price premium reduction cost, was $1.9 billion."7
Ultimately, the NOP is a labeling program; the only visible dif-
ference to a consumer between an organically-grown and a conven-
tionally-grown apple sitting on a store shelf is the label. The USDA
organic label has been shown to have a significant effect on con-
sumers' willingness to pay higher prices for organically-grown prod-
ucts, and if companies were forced to use a lesser distinguishing
label (such as "made with organic ingredients"), they feared that
110. See Thin line between organic, ordinary, supra note 8.
111. Ann Zimmerman, Planting the Seed-Big Food Companies Sell More Organic
Products, But Production Is Risky, WALL ST.J., Aug. 23, 2006, at BI.
112. REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 29, at 1.
113. Id. at 9-10.
114. Id. at9.
115. Id. at 10.
116. Id. at 10-11.
117. REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 29, at 10.
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consumers would be unwilling to pay more for those items.' 8 A
study investigating consumer willingness to purchase processed
foods with different levels of organic ingredients found that con-
sumers were willing to pay increased prices for foods with less than
100% organic ingredients, but exactly how much consumer willing-
ness to pay changes with decreasing levels of organic ingredients is
unclear."9
Although consumer groups implied that the amendment fa-
vored big companies at the expense of smaller producers, the Harvey
decision could have had even greater detrimental effects on small
producers than large ones." Small producers might have been less
able to handle the disruption of their production and cost of refor-
mulating their products to comply with the new requirements. In
addition, large producers are generally better able to handle the
regulatory compliance issues created by stricter rules.'"' The Harvey
decision could have further placed small producers at a competitive
disadvantage in the rapidly changing marketplace for organic
foods.' At the same time, if larger producers are allowed to adhere
to more lenient standards while some smaller producers use more
costly ingredients and methods that do not involve synthetics, this
could give large producers an advantage in the marketplace. The
final result of the Harvey decision, if it had been allowed to stand,
would have been difficult for organic producers of all sizes. Con-
gressional amendment of the OFPA created benefits for producers,
and those benefits extend to the consumers of organic products as
well.
B. Impact of the Amendment on Consumers
Several consumer groups spoke out about the Congressional
amendment of the OFPA in response to the Harvey decision. As
asserted in the amicus briefs, some opponents alleged that most con-
sumers believe that no synthetic substances are allowed to be used
118. Id. at 8.
119. See Marvin T. Batte et al., Customer Willingness to Pay for Multi-Ingredient Proc-
essed Organic Food Products 15-16, selected paper for presentation at the Amer. Ag-
tic. Econ. Ass'n Annual Meeting, Denver, July 2004, available at
http://agecon.lib.umn.edu/cgi-bin/pdfview.pl?paperid=14338&ftype=.pdf.
120. See Gurshuny, supra note 36.
121. See id.
122. See id.
123. See Gilman, supra note 34, at 25; see also ConsumerReports.org, supra note
34.
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in organic food production." They further asserted that because of
this belief, the NOP's regulations allowing the use of synthetics in
products labeled as organic "defy those expectations which had been
established long before OFPA created a federal role in organic food
production and labeling.'
2 5
In amending the OFPA, Congress reasoned that the opposite
was true-consumers' previous demand for organic products, de-
spite the synthetic substances allowed for use, was evidence that
consumers supported the NOP as it stood before the court's deci-
sion."6 In reality, the acceptance or rejection of synthetic ingredi-
ents by consumers probably does not meet either extreme point of
view.
The position taken by Congress assumes that consumers under-
stand that some of the substances used in the production of the or-
ganic foods they buy are not organic; however, consumer under-
standing of the organic regulations is less clear than Congress and
the USDA believe. One study found that only 13.5% of people sur-
veyed were aware that products containing up to 5% non-organic
ingredients could still carry the "organic" label. 27 Only 9.3% of re-
spondents in the study were even aware that there were different
categories for organic processed foods. 8 Some consumers who re-
sponded to the study expressed confusion regarding the division of
organic foods into multiple categories, believing that foods should
either be organic or not, with no division into different degrees of
"organic-ness.' 2 9  Those responses suggest that some consumers
could object to the use of the "organic" label for products that are
less than 100% organic; however, other consumers may prefer the
solution reached by Congress if the alternative is for those organic
foods that cannot be produced without synthetics to become un-
124. OCA Brief, supra note 79, at *20.
125. Id.
126. See REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 29, at 10.
127. See RON STROCHLIC, USDA, REGULATING ORGANIC: IMPACTS OF THE NATIONAL
ORGANIC STANDARDS ON CONSUMER AWARENESS AND ORGANIC CONSUMPTION
PATTERNS 17, Dec. 2005, available at http://www.ams.usda.gov/tmd/
MSB/PDFpubList/RegulatingOrganic.pdf.
128. See id. at 16.
129. See id. at 17. One respondent to the study stated that having multiple catego-
ries of organic products "is like being a little pregnant. Either you're pregnant or
you're not. For me, it's either organic or it's not." Id. Fifty-three percent of re-
spondents said that knowledge of the different categories of organic products
might affect their decision to purchase organic products bearing the USDA seal. Id
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available, or to have less choice because so many producers have
been forced out of business.
Some respondents to the 1995 study expressed a belief that or-
ganic products are better regardless of whether they were 100% or-
ganic." Over half of the respondents felt that their knowledge that
products containing less than 100% organic may display the organic
label would have no effect on their decision to purchase organic
foods."' For those consumers who do prefer foods with completely
organic ingredients, products that are made with 100% organic in-
gredients are allowed to display that information on the package;
however, if consumers are unaware that a difference can exist be-
tween "100% organic" and "organic" products, a producer of a
100% organic product will be unable to distinguish itself among
competitors on this basis.
In light of those studies, the compromise reached by Congress
seems to protect both the economic viability of the organic foods
industry and consumer choice."2 The issue then becomes whether
consumers understand what they are paying for. While some syn-
thetic substances may be needed to make organic food production
economically feasible, one must wonder whether the use of such
substances should be more clearly disclosed to consumers so that
they may make informed choices about which organic foods they
choose to purchase.
The USDA organic label has been shown to be a significant fac-
tor in the marketing of organic products to consumers. 3 If prod-
ucts using the synthetics were forced to use a label that signifies
something less than a completely organic product (such as "made
with organic ingredients"), rather than being able to simply label
their products as "organic," it could further confuse consumers and
decrease demand for products.'" While consumer education could
help to resolve these issues, the expansion of the organic market
into mainstream retail establishments is not necessarily conducive to
that goal:
With this [transition] also comes a dramatic change in who will educate
consumers about organic products, for the Achilles heel of mainstream
retail is that the front lines of customer service are staffed by 15, 16, and
130. See id. at 17.
131. See id.
132. See generally REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 29.
133. See id. at 8.
134. See STROCHLIC, supra note 127, at 17 (summarizing survey respondents' con-
fusion regarding different categories of organic products).
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17 year olds who typically have trouble telling oranges from tangerines,
let alone organic practices from conventional practices. By hitching its
wagon to the mainstream grocery star, the organic industry has ceded
the battleground for effective consumer education.""
An additional concern of consumer groups is that, although
many of the synthetic substances currently allowed for use in proc-
essing are known to be harmless, the amendment "will open the
door" to the allowance of an even wider range of synthetics and
chemicals.'" The ability of the Secretary of Agriculture to grant an
exemption based on unavailability of an organic ingredient is also a
cause for concern because of fears that a company would succeed in
getting an exemption if an organic version of an ingredient was sim-
ply too expensive."7 This is becoming an even greater cause for
concern now that major retailers are entering the market and pres-
suring suppliers to reduce costs to be more competitive.'"
IV. CONCLUSION
Sales of organic foods have increased dramatically in recent
years,' 9 and this growth has been supported by the Organic Foods
Production Act (OFPA) and the National Organic Program (NOP).
These regulations created standards to insure that foods labeled
"organic" meet specific criteria, helping consumers to know what
they are purchasing. The Harvey v. Veneman lawsuit brought atten-
tion to the debate about whether the organic standards developed
by the USDA uphold the values that "organic" has traditionally rep-
resented. Harvey's challenge of the use of synthetic substances in
organic foods revealed the existence of extreme differences of opin-
ion between some producers and consumers of organic products.'"
The USDA must balance the needs of industry and the expecta-
tions of consumers in implementing the NOP. The use of synthetics
in organic foods, as allowed by the amendment of the OFPA, per-
mits the continued expansion of the organic market and allows pro-
135. Kevin Edberg, Executive Director, Coop. Dev. Servs., The Growth of the Or-
ganic Market: Producers' Perspectives, Agricultural Outlook Forum 2004 (Feb. 19,
2004), available at http://agecon.lib.umn.edu/cgi-bin/pdf view.pl?paperid=
12736&ftype=.pdf.
136. Melanie Warner, A Struggle Over Standards In a Fast-Growing Food Category,
N.Y. TIMEs, Nov. 1, 2005, at C1.
137. Id.
138. See id.
139. See DiMrrRI & GREENE, supra note 1, at iii.
140. See RAWSON, supra note 27, at 10.
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ducers to continue to offer a wide variety of organic products to
consumers to meet their increasing demand.'4 ' Increasing education
of consumers should also be a goal of the USDA. Consumer confi-
dence in the "organic" label is crucial to the success of the organic
food industry,'4" perhaps as crucial as the synthetic substances that
are allowed for use under the amended language of the OFPA. Ul-
timately, the burden rests upon consumers to determine exacdy
what may be in the products they choose to buy.
141. See generally REPORT TO CONGRESS, supra note 29.
142. See Emily Brown Rosen, The Devil is in the Details: or Why Organic Standards
Matter, THE NATURAL FARMER 11 (Spring 2006), available at http://
www.nofa.org/tnf/2006spring/The%2Devil%20Is%201n%20the%20Details.pdf.
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